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Electronic properties of silicon and germanium atom doped indium clusters, InnSim and InnGem, were
investigated by photoionization spectroscopy of the neutrals and photoelectron spectroscopy of the anions.
Size dependence of ionization energy and electron affinity for InnSi1 and InnGe1 exhibit pronounced even-
odd alternation at cluster sizes ofn ) 10-16, as compared to those for pure Inn clusters. This result shows
that symmetry lowering with the doped atom of Si or Ge results in undegeneration of electronic states in the
1d shell formed by monovalent In atoms.

1. Introduction

The electronic and structural properties of clusters have been
extensively studied over the past two decades.1-6 The stability
of the clusters has been well-explained in terms of geometric
and electronic factors. Geometric packing makes the surface
energy of the cluster lower. For instance, Arn, Can, and Ban
exhibit magic-numbered clusters explained by the geometric
stabilization of close-packing.2,3 On the other hand, the electronic
stability of magic-numbered metal clusters has been predicted
successfully by the electron shell model.4 This model treats only
the total number of valence electrons in the cluster and has been
applied mainly to homogeneous metal clusters, such as Nan,
Kn, and Aln.4-6 It can be expected that clusters that satisfy both
geometric and electronic factors should be very stable.

A binary cluster allows us to produce a cluster with specific
stability because heterogeneous atom doping enables us to
control geometric/electronic properties of clusters by an ap-
propriate choice of the second element. In fact, the discovery
of a magic cluster in binary clusters has been extensively
reported experimentally and theoretically.7 Recently, in metal-
encapsulated clusters, some magic clusters have been observed
by photoelectron spectroscopy and mass spectrometry. For
example, W@Au12 and Ti@Si16 have highly symmetric struc-
tures (icosahedral and Frank-Kasper-type) having 18 and 20
valence electrons, which correspond to the shell-filling number
of the electron shell model.8,9 However, the application of the
electron shell model to binary clusters is not always appropriate
because the model is based on the assumption that the almost
free valence electrons in the metal are subjected to a uniform
potential.

Recently, a systematic study of whether the electron shell
model can be applied to binary clusters has been performed on
binary aluminum (Al) clusters both experimentally and
theoretically.10-12 However, there are only a few studies
concerning indium, Inn, clusters that belong to the same group
as Al.13-15 This is probably because spectroscopic studies as

well as theoretical calculations are rather difficult to perform
due to the large number of valence electrons, electronic states,
and geometrical isomers. Broyer et al. have reported that the
liquid-like behavior of indium clusters is stabilized by an
electronic shell structure effect rather than a geometrical one.15

In this study, electronic properties of binary indium clusters
were studied, in which silicon (Si) and germanium (Ge) atoms
were used as a dopant in Inn clusters. Doping by the second
element enables us to change the number of valence electrons.
Both Si and Ge atoms have four valence electrons (s2p2) in
contrast with one or three valence electrons in In atoms (s2p1).
Here, we use mass spectrometry, ionization energy measure-
ments, anion photoelectron (PE) spectroscopy, and adsorption
reactivity to evaluate the stabilities and electronic properties of
Si or Ge atom doped Inn clusters. The quantitative evaluation
of ionization energy (Ei) and electron affinity (Ea) for InnSim
and InnGem provides an electronic picture that symmetry
lowering by a heterogeneous atom leads to undegeneration of
electronic shell structures.

2. Experimental Procedures

Details of the experimental setup are described elsewhere.16,17

An atom of a group 14 element (Si and Ge) was doped into
indium (In) clusters by double laser vaporization of a group 14
element rod and an In metal rod with He carrier gas. The neutral
clusters thus formed were photoionized with an F2 excimer laser
(7.90 eV) and accelerated with a constant electric field, while
the cluster anions were directly accelerated with a pulsed electric
field. The accelerated clusters were mass analyzed with a time-
of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer.

The ionization energies (Ei) of the clusters were determined
from the photoionization efficiency (PIE) curves measured by
changing the ionization photon energy in 0.06-0.09 eV intervals
over the range of 5.3-6.4 eV with an optical parametric
oscillator (OPO) laser pumped by a Nd3+:YAG laser.18 The
fluences of the tunable UV laser and the fixed wavelength
reference laser were both monitored by a pyroelectric detector
and were kept at 100-200 µJ/cm2 to avoid multiphoton
processes. The normalized photoionization intensity,Ieff, was
evaluated by the ratio of the signal intensityIOPOto the reference
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signal intensityIref including the normalization of the laser
fluencies of both ionization lasers. The reference laser was an
ArF excimer laser (193 nm, 6.43 eV). TheEi vlaues of the
clusters were determined from the final decline of the PIE curves
to the baseline. The fitting error was mainly due to the
uncertainty in the determination of the linear increase of PIE
curves and is estimated to be typically about 0.05 eV. It is noted
that the obtainedEi values are ionization threshold energies and
are not necessarily adiabatic ones.

The photoelectron (PE) spectra of the cluster anions were
measured using a magnetic bottle TOF photoelectron spectrom-
eter.17 The mass-selected cluster anions were photodetached with
the fifth harmonic (213 nm; 5.82 eV) of the Nd3+:YAG laser
at a 20 Hz repetition rate while the pulsed valve was synchro-
nized to half this repetition rate (10 Hz). This alternative data
acquisition for background subtraction considerably reduced the
contribution of scattered electrons generated by the detachment
laser irradiations. The photoelectron signal was typically ac-
cumulated to 5000-30 000 shots. The energy resolution was
typically about 50 meV (full width at half-maximum) at a 1 eV
electron energy. The energy of the photoelectrons was calibrated
by measuring the photoelectric spectra of Au-. The laser power
for photodetachment was in the range of 2-3 mJ/cm2. Although
the ionization of the dissociation product of an In atom was
also observed as a competitive process with the photodetach-
ments, the PE spectrum shape exhibited no other laser power
dependence such as peak broadening and additional peak
appearance.

Adsorption reactivity of the clusters was measured using a
flow-tube reactor (FTR) combined with the cluster source. O2

gas diluted by He (3% O2 in He) gas was used as the reactant
gas and was injected into the FTR. The binary cluster was
synchronously mixed with the reactant gas pulse at the FTR
and reacted with the reactant molecule. Mass spectra of the
neutral cluster were measured before and after the reaction, and
the adsorption reactivity was calculated by comparing the two
mass spectra.19

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Mass Spectra and Mass Distributions of InnSim and
InnGem. Figure 1a,b shows typical TOF mass spectra and mass
distributions of neutral InnSim and InnGem clusters obtained in
this study. As seen in Figure 1a, the clusters of In12Si1 and In12-
Ge1 are produced more abundantly than the neighboring clusters.
From the mass distributions shown in detail in the right side of
Figure 1, the InnSi1 cluster withn ) 10, 12, 14, and 16 and the
InnSi2 cluster with n ) 10, 12, and 14 are relatively more
abundant than neighboring clusters. In the case of InnGem neutral
clusters, the InnGe1 clusters withn ) 10 and 12 and the InnGe2

clusters withn ) 12 are also prominent. Although In12Si1 and
In12Ge1 might take on an icosahedral structure of 13 atoms, the
magic-numbered behavior was less prominent when compared
to aluminum binary clusters, such as aluminum-boron20 and
aluminum-silicon.21 For InnSim and InnGem, even-odd alterna-
tion seems to predominate in the mass distribution. In general,
even numbers of total valence electrons can electronically
stabilize the corresponding cluster with their pairing energy.
Since an In atom has one or three valence electron(s), even-
numbered In atoms, such asn ) 10, 12, 14, and 16, should be
more stable than odd-numbered ones. In fact, in the study of
pure Inn clusters, it has been reported that the stability of the
Inn cluster is governed by the electronic factor rather than the
geometric one.15 To determine the electronic properties quan-
titatively, both photoionization and photoelectron spectroscopy
were applied to the InnSim and InnGem clusters.

3.2. Ionization Energy of Inn, InnSi1, InnSi2, and InnGe1.
TheEi values of InnSim (m) 0-2) and InnGe1 were determined
from their PIE curves. Figure 2 shows theEi values of InnSim
(m ) 0-2) and InnGe1 together with a couple of typical PIE
curves. There have been several reports of theEi values of pure
Inn clusters with different production and ionization methods,14,22

and theseEi values are consistent with our results within
experimental uncertainties.

Since theEi value shows the energy difference between a
neutral cluster and the corresponding cation, one can expect
that theEi of a stable neutral cluster is higher than that of the
neighboring clusters when the neutral cluster is stable at a
specific cluster size due to an electronic and/or a geometric
factor(s). In Figure 2a, theEi values of In8 and In18 are higher
than the neighboring clusters, although the outstandingness of
In18 is much less prominent. It is known that no Inn clusters
cause the s-p hybridization at least withn e 15,13,22 while an
indium atom behaves as trivalent in the bulk. Broyer et al. have
reported that the electronic structure of larger Inn clusters (n <
200) can be interpreted in the framework of the electron shell
model of trivalent In atoms.15 Thus, it seems reasonable to regard
an In atom as a monovalent atom in the small Inn clusters.
Hence, the local maxima in theEi values of In8 and In18 can be
explained by the closed electronic shell structures of monovalent
In atoms because the total number of valence electrons for In8

and In18 are 8 and 18, which complete the 1p and 1d shells of
the electron shell model.

As seen in Figure 2b-d, even-odd oscillation inEi values
appear with the doping of Si and Ge atoms; theEi values of
InnSi1 and InnGe1 with n ) 10-16 and InnSi2 with n ) 10-12
exhibit prominent even-odd oscillation. Interestingly, the even-
odd oscillation ofEi values disappears at larger sizes. The even-
odd oscillation is attributed to the pairing energy, and even-
numbered valence electrons in the clusters cause higherEi as
compared to odd-numbered ones. This pattern is actually quite
consistent with that of the mass spectra in Figure 1, except for
In14Si2: clusters having even-numbered valence electrons are
rather abundant in the mass distributions.

Figure 1. Time-of-flight mass spectra and mass distributions of neutral
(a) InnSim and (b) InnGem clusters, measured with F2 laser (7.90 eV,
157 nm)
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Assuming monovalent In atoms and tetravalent Si/Ge atoms,
valence electrons are partially filled in the 1d shell, at the sizes
of n ) 9-17 for the Inn clusters andn ) 5-13 for the InnSi/
InnGe clusters. The emphasized even-odd oscillation ofEi

shows that the doping of Si and Ge somewhat surprisingly leads
to undegeneration of electronic states in the 1d shell.

3.3. Photoelectron spectra of Inn-, InnSi1-, and InnGe1
-.

Figure 3 shows the PE spectra at 213 nm (5.826 eV) for the
cluster anions of Inn-, InnSi1-, and InnGe1

- with n ) 8-16.
Anion PE spectroscopy is a powerful method for direct
observation of the cluster’s electronic structure. For Inn

- clusters,
our PE spectra at 213 nm are very consistent with those reported
by others, although the detachment wavelength is different
between 355 and 213 nm.13 Note that a sharp peak was observed
around 5.5 eV in all of the spectra shown in Figure 3. Taking
into account theEi of the In atom (5.785 eV) and the energy
difference (0.274 eV) between the ground state (2P, J ) 1/2)
and the excited state (2P, J ) 3/2) of the In atom, we ascribe
the sharp peak to the detachment from the excited state of the
In atom (2P, J ) 3/2). Note that photoelectrons from In (2P, J
) 1/2) were also observed with almost the same intensity,
although the second peak is not shown in the PE spectra.

Therefore, we can deduce that light irradiation detaches the
electron of the Inn- and also dissociates the Inn cluster into an
In atom (2P) atom and Inn-1.

The overall spectral features of InnSi1- and InnGe1
- clusters

are quite similar to one another for the same cluster size (n).
This result implies that InnSi1- and InnGe1

- with the same size
have similar geometric and electronic structures due to the
isoelectronic structures of Si and Ge atoms. In particular, the
InnX1

- (X ) Si and Ge) withn ) 10, 12, and 14 exhibit a
small hump at lower electron binding energy (2.2 to∼2.6 eV),
and detachment thresholds show even-odd oscillation. The
threshold energy of detachment at evenn is small and large for
oddn. Considering that these clusters have a higher abundance
and higherEi than neighboring clusters, these small humps are
attributed to an excess electron detachment from the SOMO of
InnX1

-. When the neutral cluster has a closed electronic
structure, an excess electron in the cluster anion should occupy
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), namely, a
singly occupied molecular orbital (SOMO) is formed. Therefore,
it is reasonable to conclude that these small peaks are attributed
to the SOMO of InnX1

- with n ) 10, 12, and 14 and that these
neutral clusters have closed electronic structures having the
HOMO-LUMO gap of about 0.8 eV. Note that in the PE
spectra for InnSi1- and InnGe1

- clusters, prominent even-odd
oscillation of threshold energy (electron affinity) can be seen

Figure 2. Ionization energies of (a) Inn (n ) 4-24), (b) InnSi1 (n )
9-20), (c) InnSi2 (n ) 9-19), and (d) InnGe1 (n ) 9-20) clusters.
Photoionization efficiency curves for selected clusters are shown on
the right side. Down arrows indicate the ionization thresholds. Numbers
in parentheses indicate experimental values in electronvolts with
uncertainties: 6.14(6) represents 6.14( 0.06.

Figure 3. Photoelectron spectra of (a) Inn
-, (b) InnSi1-, and (c) InnGe1

-

clusters (n ) 8-16) measured at photon energy of 5.83 eV (213 nm).
Numbers in parentheses indicate experimental values of threshold
detachment energy (electron affinity) in electronvolts with uncertain-
ties: 1.98(4) represents 1.98( 0.04.
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at n ) 9-14, which is somewhat larger when compared to that
of Inn

- clusters.
3.4. Adsorption Reactivity of InnSi1 and InnGe1. The

reactivity of neutral InnSi1 and InnGe1 clusters with oxygen
molecules enables us to deduce the geometric and electronic
structures of these clusters. As shown in Figure 4a,b, the
reactivity has local minima atn ) 10 and 12 for InnSi1 and at
n ) 9, 10, and 12 for InnGe1. This result indicates that In10Si
(In10Ge) and In12Si (In12Ge) are electronically or geometrically
stable as compared to other size clusters. Note that the increase
in pure Inn cluster abundance was observed only for InnSi1 after
reaction with O2 as shown in Figure 5. This phenomenon
suggests that a Si atom of the InnSim cluster reacts with O2
molecules and that the elimination reaction of a Si atom
preferably takes place to form an Inn cluster and SiO or SiO2.
Since theEi values of these oxide products (SiO: 11.49 eV)23

are higher than the photon energy of the F2 laser (157 nm: 7.90
eV), the counterpart of SiO or SiO2 cannot be observed in the
photoionization mass spectrum.

Considering these results, the reactivity of InnSi1 toward O2

molecules might provide information about the location of the

Si atom in the InnSi1 clusters. However, the clusters having low
reactivity in Figure 4 correspond well to the clusters having
higher Ei values in Figure 2. Since the reaction with O2 is
dominated by electron transfer from a cluster to O2 rather than
by geometric factors,14 it reasonably seems that the reactivity
is determined by the magnitude of ionization energy. Although
it is theoretically and experimentally revealed that Al12Si1
clusters haveIh symmetric structures, in which a Si atom is
surrounded by Al atoms,21,24it was very hard to deduce whether
In12Si1 has the cage structure where a Si atom is encapsulated
by In atoms, by using the adsorption reactivity.

3.5. Electronic Structures of InnSim and InnGem. As
suggested by the mass distributions, the quantitative evaluation
of electronic properties and adsorption reactivity reveal that
InnX1 with n ) 10, 12, and 14 and InnX2 with n )10 and 12
(X ) Si and Ge) exhibit partially or fully closed electronic
structures. For indium, it is known that the In clusters satisfy
an electronic shell structure, where In atoms behave as monova-
lent atoms atn e 1513 and the critical size at which the valence
of an In atom in Inn becomes trivalent has not been established.
The important information to estimate the changing size from
monovalent to trivalent is the sf p excitation energy. Group
3 elements are characterized by the s2p1 configuration yielding
2P atomic ground states. The s orbital binding energies increase
as nuclear charge increases, resulting in higher sf p excitation
energies for indium (In: 4.3 eV) as compared to aluminum (3.6
eV).25 Consequently, an Al atom in Aln clusters causes the s-p
hybridization and has a trivalent character aboven ) 9,26 while
an In atom in Inn clusters withn e 15 has a monovalent
character.13,22 The doping of a Si or Ge atom to Inn clusters
might make the sf p excitation energies smaller and the
valence of an In atom in Inn clusters trivalent because of the
change of geometric and electronic structure of an Inn cluster
by heterogeneous atom doping (e.g., cage structure). In fact, it
has been reported that the trivalent character of In atoms is
emphasized when an oxygen (O) atom is doped into In
clusters.27 Although theoretical calculations are needed, the size
dependence of theEi andEa measured in this study do not show
obvious evidence of s-p hybridization: the Ei of In12Si/In12Ge
is not low, but it does not take a maximum as compared to its
neighbors. TheEa of In12Si/In12Ge is not high, but it does not
take a minimum as compared to its neighbors. Hence, it is
reasonable to conclude that an In atom in InnSi1 and InnGe1

(n e 20) in this study behaves as a monovalent atom.
Assuming that Si and Ge atoms are tetravalent, InnSi and

InnGe at n ) 10-14 take an electronic structure having a
partially or fully filled 1d shell. Mixing a heterogeneous atom
in a homogeneous cluster usually causes the symmetric lowering
of geometric structure. Consequently, the even-odd alternations
of Ei andEa are attributed to the undegeneration of electronic
states in the 1d shell. Although trivalency in In atoms may allow
In10Si (In10Ge) and In12Si (In12Ge) to complete 1f shell and 2p
shells, as discussed previously, the experimental data show no
explicit evidence that the valence of an In atoms changes from
monovalent to trivalent.

4. Conclusion

We produced group 14 element atom doped indium clusters
in the gas phase and examined their electronic properties by
using mass spectrometry,Ei measurements, anion PE spectros-
copy, and adsorption reactivity. Size dependence ofEi andEa

for InnSi1 and InnGe1 exhibit pronounced even-odd alternation
at cluster sizes ofn ) 10-16, which is considerably greater as
compared to those for pure Inn clusters. This result shows that

Figure 4. Adsorption reactivity of (a) InnSi1 and (b) InnGe1 with oxygen
molecules.

Figure 5. Mass spectra of InnSi1 measured (a) without O2 gas and (b)
with O2 gas. In spectra a and b, the peaks of pure Inn clusters and
InnSi1 binary clusters are labeled by the solid triangle (1) and the solid
circle (b), respectively. The scale of intensities in both the mass spectra
is common, and the ion intensities represent their relative abundance.
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symmetry lowering with the dopant (Si or Ge) results in the
undegeneration of the 1d shell caused by monovalent In atoms,
and that an In atom in InnSi1 and InnGe1 (n e 20) in this study
behaves as a monovalent atom.
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